The prices for freight and handling reflect the actual costs.

Handling
We add a handling fee to all orders to cover the cost of order processing, picking and packing. The handling fee is fixed and independent of order size and way of delivery. The handling fee is DKK 100 per order.

Warehouse Pickup
If you pick up your order at our warehouse in Thorning, there are, of course, no freight costs. We are normally open for pickup Monday to Thursday from 08.00 to 15.00. However, time for pickup of orders must always be specifically agreed in advance.

Furniture delivery
ATTICCO has a freight agreement with Danske Fragtmænd. They aim to deliver from day to day, i.e. they pick up on day 1 and deliver on day 2.
We always ship the packages on a pallet for maximum protection of the furniture packages. Please read our trade conditions for more concrete information about shipping.

The freight rate depends on number and size of the furniture packages, including whether it is solo-, duo- or trio furniture. The freight rate also depends on whether it is low or high furniture and whether it is ATTICCO built-in or freestanding furniture.

Current freight rates:
Solo-furniture DKK: 600
Duo-furniture: DKK 750
Trio-furniture: DKK 800 – 950

ATTICCO has fixed a maximum freight rate of DKK 1000. It means that you can choose the fixed freight rate of DKK 1000 at any time and will not have to pay more no matter how much and how big furniture you have purchased.